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Lifestyle Expert and Star of Netflix’s Queer Eye, Bobby Berk,
Shares Tips on Gifting, Decorating, Entertaining, and Much
More
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With the holiday season well underway, it’s time to talk holiday gifting, decorating,

entertaining, personalization, home styling, and more. And with in-person gatherings

resuming, time spent with family and friends this holiday season is more precious than

ever before. Recently, Lifestyle Expert and Star of Netflix’s Queer Eye, Bobby Berk,

teamed with Shutterfly on a nationwide SMT to discuss his tips on gifting, decorating, and

more.

A video accompanying this announcement is available at: https://youtu.be/hjidEp0O0Zs 
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More than two thirds of consumers are planning in-person gatherings, more holiday parties, and

bigger celebrations this year and Shutterfly makes it easy to unleash your creativity after a year of

being apart.

According to Bobby, it ’s all about giving something a bit more personal rather than something

generic or store bought. It ’s more meaningful and is such a great way to connect with friends and

family after being apart. Shutterfly has so many good options that for people to customize. For

example, if your friends love a good game night, create personalized playing cards, pencils and

notebooks to really elevate game play. Not only is a personalized gift more meaningful to the

recipient, it ’s also easy to make whether you’re adding a photo, name, monogram, or unique saying.

From custom blankets and candles to coffee mugs and wall art, Shutterfly has something for

everyone.

Some of Bobby’s favorite ways to add the perfect personal touches to holiday entertaining and

decorating include color. Choose a color pallet of 2-3 colors and use them throughout your

home. Lighting is also so important. Keep the lighting simple by using white lights and candles that

are great for any space and candles can add a nice personal touch as well.

Additionally, photos are a great way to decorate for the holidays. Whether that ’s adding

temporary photo tiles with your favorite holiday memories or decorating your tree with customized

ornaments. Or finding the best photos of your party guests and using them as name tags or place

cards.

For more information, visit Shutterfly.com 

About Bobby Berk:

Berk is best known as the design guru on Netflix’s Queer Eye, but his rise to fame didn’t happen

overnight. After years in the creative and design field, he took the leap to start his own brand.

Epitomizing hip, urban luxury, Berk’s designs reflect a stylish and youthful spirit that perfectly fits

any lifestyle.

About YourUpdateTV:

 YourUpdateTV is a social media video portal for organizations to share their content. It includes

separate channels for Health and Wellness, Lifestyle, Media and Entertainment, Money and

Finance, Social Responsibility, Sports and Technology.
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